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YOUR PITCAIRN CLIENT PORTAL POWERED BY PRISM™

With an integrated view of multi-generational wealth management, Pitcairn continues to invest in an industry-leading level of 
service, delivering a full family office experience with every personal touch and technological innovation. 

As the next phase in the evolution of our reporting and custody platform, here is a how-to guide to navigate the new client portal. 

The Dashboard Screen

After logging in, you will see a dashboard that provides snapshots of information about your default reporting group. Use the navigation bar 
to explore additional reports and documents. 

You can access details related to your Pitcairn Relationship Team or view relevant announcements. In this area, you will also find the  
Data as of Date and the ability to Sign Out.
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Clicking the Pitcairn logo on any page across the portal experience will return you to this dashboard screen. 

Additional reports are categorized into three main categories: Performance, Holdings, and Transactions.

Account Performance

Account performance details performance at the asset class and sub-asset class level. Charts found throughout the portal are  
interactive—hover to see additional relevant information or isolate specific areas of interest.
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Information where grouped can be expanded by using the Expand and Collapse all quick functions or clicking the carrot when present; 
in this example, clicking reveals product performance.
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Holdings

When exploring the holdings page, you can use the Report View dropdown to display alternative views of the same information. For example, 
toggle between holdings information and tax lot level details. Again, the As of Date in the upper-right hand corner reveals when data and 
pricing was last updated.

Realized Gain and Loss

Throughout the client portal, you can utilize the Find Data For dropdown to easily toggle to another account or group of accounts.  
Here, you see the Realized/Gain Loss information for the Irrevocable Trust for the benefit of Pitcairn Demo. 
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Document Vault

Your Vault contains documents relevant to your Pitcairn family office experience, such as statements, performance reports, tax information, 
insurance ID cards, and bill pay related documents. 

Documents within the same category can be viewed together by clicking on Folders or further narrowed down by utilizing the various Labels. 
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Keyword searches are also helpful when looking for a specific document. Clear any previously applied folder or label filters to return the best 
possible results. This repository exemplifies your full family office experience integrated by industry-leading technology.

Relationship Team

Use the Relationship Team tab to find information on your Pitcairn Team such as contact information and biographies.

Your new client portal is mobile-friendly, intuitive, and an extension of PRISM™  
(Pitcairn Reporting and Information Security Management), integrating all aspects  
of your portfolio reporting, custody, and operational support.

Reach out to your Relationship Manager with any questions.


